Online videos have shown tremendous increase in Internet traffic. Most video hosting sites implement recommender systems, which connect the videos into a directed network and conceptually act as a source of pathways for users to navigate. At present, little is known about how human attention is allocated over such large-scale networks, and about the impacts of the recommender systems. In this paper, we first construct the Vevo network -a YouTube video network with 60,740 music videos interconnected by the recommendation links, and we collect their associated viewing dynamics. This results in a total of 310 million views every day over a period of 9 weeks. Next, we present large-scale measurements that connect the structure of the recommendation network and the video attention dynamics. We use the bow-tie structure to characterize the Vevo network and we find that its core component (23.1% of the videos), which occupies most of the attention (82.6% of the views), is made out of videos that are mainly recommended among themselves. This is indicative of the links between video recommendation and the inequality of attention allocation. Finally, we address the task of estimating the attention flow in the video recommendation network. We propose a model that accounts for the network effects for predicting video popularity, and we show it consistently outperforms the baselines. This model also identifies a group of artists gaining attention because of the recommendation network. Altogether, our observations and our models provide a new set of tools to better understand the impacts of recommender systems on collective social attention.
INTRODUCTION
Many online platforms present algorithmic suggestions to help users explore the enormous content space. The recommender systems, which produce such suggestions, are central to modern online platforms. They have been employed in many applications, such as finding new friends on Twitter [41] , discovering interesting communities on LinkedIn [40] , and recommending similar goods on Amazon [18, 33] . In the domain of multimedia, service providers (e.g., YouTube, Netflix, and Spotify) use recommender systems to suggest related videos or songs [9, 16, 17, 20, 54] . Much effort has been on generating more accurate recommendations, but relatively little is said about the effects of recommender systems on overall attention, such as their effects on item popularity ranking, the estimated strength of item-to-item links, and global patterns on the attention gained due to being recommended. This work aims to answer such questions for online videos, using publicly available recommendation networks and attention time series.
We use the term attention to refer to a broad range of user activities with respect to an online item, such as clicks, views, likes, comments, shares, or time spent watching. The term popularity, however, is used to denote observed attention statistics that are often used to rank online items against each other. In this work, our measurement and estimation are carried out on the largest online video platform YouTube (as of 2019), and we specifically quantify popularity using the number of daily views for each video. The outlined methods may well apply to other deeper forms of user engagement such as watch time. Due to data availability constraints, the validation in this work is limited to popularity.
We illustrate the goals of this work through an example. Fig. 1(a) shows the recommendation network for six videos from the artist Adele. It is a directed network and the directions imply how users can navigate between videos by following the recommendation links. Some videos are not directly connected but reachable within a few hops. For example, "Skyfall" is not on the recommended list of "Hello", but a user can visit "Skyfall" from "Hello" by first visiting "Rolling in the deep". Fig. 1(b) plots the daily view series since the upload of each of the six videos. When "Hello" was released, it broke the YouTube debut records by attracting 28M views in the first 24 hours [6] . Simultaneously, we observe a traffic spike in all of her other videos, even in three videos that were not directly pointed by "Hello". This example illustrates that the viewing dynamics of videos connected directly or indirectly through recommendation links may correlate, and it prompts us to investigate the patterns of attention flowing between them.
This work bridges two gaps in the current literature. The first gap measures and estimates the effects of recommender systems in complex social systems. The main goals of recommender systems are maximizing the chance that a user clicks on an item in the next step [4, 16, 17, 48] or in a longer time horizon [5, 10, 23] . However, recommendation in social systems remains as an open problem for two reasons: (1) a limited conceptual understanding of how finite human attention is allocated over the network of content, in which some items gain popularity at the expense of, or with the assistance of others; (2) the computational challenge of jointly recommending a large collection of items. The second gap comes from a lack of fine-grained measurements on the attention captured by items structured as a network. There are recent measurements on the YouTube recommendation networks [2, 13] , but their measurements are not connected to the attention patterns on content. Similarly, measurement studies on YouTube attention [55] quantify the overall volume of views directed from recommended links. However, no measurement that accounts for both the network structure and the attention flow is available for online videos.
This paper tackles three research questions:
RQ1: How to measure video recommendation network from publicly available information? RQ2: What are the characteristics of the video recommendation network? RQ3: Can we estimate the attention flow in the video recommendation network?
We address the first question by curating a new YouTube dataset consisting of a large set of Vevo artists. This is the first dataset that records both the temporal network snapshots of a recommender system, and the attention dynamics for items in it. Our observation window lasts 9 weeks. We present two means to construct the non-personalized recommendation network, and we discuss the relation between them in detail (Section 3).
Addressing the second question, we conceptualize the global structure of the network as a bow-tie [7] and we find that the largest strongly connected component accounts for 23.11% of the videos while occupying 82.6% of the attention. Surprisingly, videos with high indegree are mostly songs with sustained interests, but not the latest released songs with high view counts. We further find that the network structure is temporally consistent on the macroscopic level, however, there is a significant link turnover on the microscopic level. For example, 50% of the videos with an indegree of 100 on a particular day will gain or lose at least 10 links on the next day, and 25% links appear only once during our 9-week observation window (Section 4).
Answering the third question, we build a model which employs both the temporal and network features to predict video popularity, and we estimate the amount of views flowing over each link. Our networked model consistently outperforms the autoregressive and neural network baseline methods. For an average video in our dataset, we estimate that 31.4% of its views are contributed by the recommendation network. We also find the evidence of YouTube recommender system boosting the popularity of some niche artists (Section 5).
The new methods and observations in this work can be used by content owners, hosting sites, and online users alike. For content owners, the understanding of how much traffic is driven among their own content or from/to other content can lead to better production and promotion strategies. For hosting sites, such understanding can help avoid social optimization, and shed light on building a fair and transparent content recommender systems. For online users, understanding how human attention is shaped by the algorithmic recommendation can help them be conscious of the relevance, novelty and diversity trade-offs in the content they are recommended to.
The main contributions of this work include:
• We curate a new YouTube dataset, called Vevo Music Graph dataset 1 , which contains the daily snapshots of the video recommendation network over a span of 9 weeks, and the associated daily view series for each video since upload. • We perform, to our knowledge, the first large-scale measurement study that connects the structure of the recommendation network with video attention dynamics. • We propose an effective model that accounts for the network structure to predict video popularity and to estimate the attention flow over each recommendation link.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss three lines of research: design of (video) recommender systems, measurements on recommender systems, and studies on user attention towards online items.
Recommender systems and video recommendation
The goals of recommender systems can be summarized as two related yet distinct tasks. The first task is user-centric, i.e., given users' profiles and past activities, finding a collection of items that might interest them [16, 25] . The resulting recommendations, often shown in user homepage feed, can be regarded as the entry point for the user action sequence. The second task is item-centric, i.e., given the currently visited item, finding a ranked list of relevant items [17, 20, 54] . This can be regarded as recommending the next item in a sequence of actions. In the same vein, we conceptualize and explain the behaviors on YouTube -users start the action sequences by latent interests, and their subsequent actions are driven by network effects (see Section 5.2).
Recommender systems on YouTube. Recommender systems, along with YouTube search, have been shown as the two dominant factors driving user attention on YouTube [55] . In 2010, Davidson et al. [17] reported the usage of a collaborative filtering method in the YouTube recommender systems, i.e., videos are recommended by counting the number of co-watches. This approach works well for videos with many views, however, it is less applicable for newly uploaded videos or least watched videos. Bendersky et al. [4] proposed two methods to enhance the collaborative filtering approach by embedding the video topic representation into the recommender. Covington et al. [16] applied deep neural networks and indicated that the final recommendation is a top-K sample from a large candidate set generated by taking into the account content relevance, past watch and search activities, etc. Other enhancements include incorporating contextual data [5] . Most recently, Chen et al. [10] and Ie et al. [23] showed success in applying reinforcement learning techniques in YouTube recommender systems. Our work does not deal with designing a recommender system, nor does it attempt to reverse engineer the YouTube recommender. Instead, we concentrate our analysis on the impacts of the recommender systems by presenting large-scale measurements.
Measuring the effects of recommender systems
Contrasting the extensive literature on evaluating the accuracy of recommendation [5, 10, 30, 54] , we focus on prior work that connects network structure with content consumption. Carmi et al. [8] reported how the book sales on Amazon react to exogenous demand shocks -not only did the sales increase for the featured item, but the increase also propagated a few hops away by following the links created by the recommender systems. This is akin to our observation in Fig. 1 that attention ripples happen for videos too. Dhar et al. [18] further showed the effectiveness of using the recommendation network in predicting item demands. Su et al. [41] linked the aggregate effects of recommendations and network structure, and found that popular items profit substantially more than the average ones. However, Sharma et al. [39] stressed the difficulty of inferring causal relations based on observational data in recommender systems.
Cheng et al. [13] are among the first to study the statistics of YouTube recommender systems. They scraped video webpages to construct the video network at a weekly interval. Airoldi et al. [2] followed the video suggestions on YouTube to construct one static network snapshot for a random collection of music videos. Note that both studies adopt a snowball sampling technique to construct the network, whereas in our work, we have the complete trace of an easily identifiable group of Vevo artists, and we capture the dynamics of network snapshots at a much finer daily granularity (see Section 3.2). Most importantly, our work links the network with the item attention dynamics.
Measuring and predicting online attention
Attention is a scarce resource in online platforms. While users have an unprecedented volume of information to choose from, online content competes for our limited attention [44, 52] . Salganik et al. [38] designed the "MusicLab" experiment, in which they explored how social influence and inherent quality affect a product's market share. In a follow-up study, Krumme et al. [26] conceptualized user behaviors as two steps for characterizing how users consume digital items. The first step is based on the appeal of the product, measured by the number of clicks; the second step is based on the quality of the product, measured by post-clicking metrics, e.g., dwell time, comments or shares. A similar two-step process is employed in the web search community to differentiate between page views and dwell time on webpages [48, 51] . Following a similar idea, we categorize online attention into popularity and engagement. On YouTube, popularity refers to the number of views that a video receives and engagement refers to the time spent on watching the video.
Predicting content popularity is an active field. For online videos, future popularity has been shown to correlate with popularity in the past [34, 42] , rendering autoregressive method a strong baseline. Other works integrate additional information. External sharing on social media has been linked to the popularity of online videos [1, 29] , which is later developed by Rizoiu et al. [37] to model popularity as an interplay of exogenous stimuli and endogenous responses. Another line of work measures the temporal characteristics of content popularity. Yu et al. [50] revealed that the lifecycles of online videos exhibit a multi-phase pattern. Figueiredo et al. [19] stressed the necessity of predicting content popularity before the user interests exhaust.
For engagement studies on YouTube, we refer to our previous paper [47] , in which we found the most engaging videos do not always have highest view counts. In contrast to the general understanding that content popularity is unpredictable in social systems [11, 31, 35] , we also found that engagement metrics appear to be much more predictable.
This work focuses on the popularity measures. To our knowledge, no prior work has attempted to predict video popularity with fine-grained recommendation network information due to the difficulty in constructing such network. This is the first study that shows how to construct a persistent network by following the recommended links, and how to employ network features to improve the popularity prediction task (see Section 5) . It is worth differentiating our work from the studies that collect individual user data from customized browser plugins. Instead of measuring proactive user behaviors, we are interested in understanding how the platform-generated recommendation network guide the aggregate user attention.
CONSTRUCTING YOUTUBE VIDEO NETWORK
In this section, we first introduce our newly curated Vevo Music Graph dataset (Section 3.1). Next, we detail the data collection strategy (Section 3.2) and analyze the relation between two types of non-personalized video recommendation lists (Section 3.3).
Vevo Music Graph dataset
The Vevo Music Graph dataset consists of the verified Vevo artists who are active in six Englishspeaking countries (United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and Ireland), together with their complete record of videos uploaded on YouTube from the launch of Vevo (Dec 8, 2009) until Aug 31, 2018. Our dataset contains 4,435 Vevo artists and 60,740 music videos. For each video, we collect its metadata (e.g., title, description, uploader), its view count time series, and its recommendation relations with other videos. The videos and their recommendation relations form a dynamic directed network, which we capture daily between Sep 1, 2018 and Nov 2, 2018 (63 days, 9 weeks).
Why Vevo? Vevo 2 is the largest syndication hub that provides licensed music videos from major record companies to YouTube [46] . We choose to study the networked attention flow on Vevo for several reasons. First, Vevo is an ecosystem of its own that attracts tremendous attention -94 of all-time top 100 most viewed videos on YouTube are music, and 64 of which are distributed via Vevo [45] . On average, our dataset accounts for 310 millions views and 9.1 millions watch hours every day. Second, many users utilize YouTube as their music streaming player, listening to non-stop playlists generated by the recommender systems. After the completion of the current video, YouTube automatically plays the "Up next" video -the video in the first position of the recommended list, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . This usage pattern for music videos makes the network effects of YouTube recommender systems more significant for directing user attention from one video to another. Third, Vevo artists and their videos form a tightly connected network. The average degree in the Vevo video network is 10, compared to 3.2 in the YouTube video network collected by Airoldi et al. [2] via snowball sampling (see Section 3.3). The nodes are homogeneous in terms of content -they are all music videos from artists based in English-speaking countries. Lastly, the Vevo artists are easily identifiable -they include the keyword "VEVO" in the channel title, they possess a verification badge on the channel page, and they publish licensed videos with a "VEVO" watermark.
Data collection strategy
We identify Vevo artists starting from Twitter. We capture every tweet that mentions YouTube videos by feeding the rule "youtube" OR ("youtu" AND "be") into the Twitter Streaming API 3 . Our Twitter crawler has been running continuously since Jun 2014. From the "extended_urls" field of each tweet, we extract the associated YouTube video ID, and we use our open-source tool youtube-insight [47] to retrieve the video's metadata, daily view count series and the ranked list of relevant videos. Next, we select the Vevo artists by keeping only the channels that have the keyword "VEVO" in the channel title and a "verified" status badge on the channel homepage. Note that a channel refers to a user who uploads videos on YouTube. We query an open music database MusicBrainz 4 to retrieve more features about each artist, such as the music genres and the geographical area of activities. We retain the artists who are active in the six aforementioned Englishspeaking countries, and the videos that are classified into the "Music" category. For completeness, we also implement a snowball-like procedure to retrieve further artists and their videos by following the recommendation relations from the tweeted videos. However, this procedure only adds 2 more artists (out of the 4,435 Vevo artists in our dataset) and 5 more videos (out of the 60,740 music videos). This is not surprising, considering most artists would promote their works on social media platforms. One data limitation is that artists who are not affiliated with Vevo will not appear in our collection, such as Ed Sheeran and Christina Perry.
The network of YouTube videos
For any YouTube video, there are two publicly accessible sources of recommendation relations. The first is the right-hand panel of videos that YouTube displays on its interface. We denote this as the recommended list (visualized in Fig. 2 ). The second is from the YouTube Data API 5 , which retrieves a list of videos that are relevant to the query video, ranked by the relevance. We denote this as the relevant list. We retrieve both the recommended and the relevant lists for every video in our dataset. We construct the recommended list by simulating a browser to access the video webpage and scraping the list on the right-hand panel. We retrieve the first 20 videos from the panel, which are the default number of videos shown to the viewers on YouTube. Note that typically, YouTube customizes the viewers' recommendation panel based on their personal interests and prior interaction history. Here, we retrieve the non-personalized recommended list by sending all requests from a non-logged in client and by clearing the cookies before each request. We denote the networks of videos constructed using the recommended and the relevant lists as the recommended network and the relevant network, respectively.
From Sep 1, 2018 to Nov 2, 2018, we crawled both the recommended and the relevant lists for each of the 60,740 Vevo videos on a daily basis. The crawling jobs were distributed across 20 virtual machines, and took about 2 hours to finish. In this way, we obtain successive snapshots for both the recommended and the relevant networks over 9 weeks. An illustrative example. Fig. 2 illustrates the YouTube webpage layout for the video "Hello" by Adele, together with its recommended and relevant lists. Videos belonging to the Vevo artists are colored in blue (e.g., Adele and The Cranberries), while others are colored in grey (e.g., Ed Sheeran and Christina Perry). Visibly, not all videos on the recommended and relevant lists belong to the Vevo artists (e.g., "Ed Sheeran -Perfect"). Notice that for Music videos, a platform-generated playlist is always shown at the second position of the recommended list (here, "Mix -Adele -Hello"), effectively capping the size of this list at 19. The length of the relevant list often exceeds 100. We observe that not all relevant videos appear in the recommended list (e.g., "The Cranberries -Zombie"), nor all recommended videos originate from the relevant list (e.g., "Adele -Skyfall"). Also, the relative positions of two videos can appear flipped between the two lists (e.g., "Ed Sheeran -Perfect" and "Christina Perry -A Thousand Years"). Display probabilities from the relevant to the recommended list. We study the relation between the positions of videos on the relevant and on the recommended lists. We construct four bins based on the video position on the recommended list (position 1, position 2-5, position 6-10, and position 11-15). Fig. 3 (a) shows as stacked bars the probability that a video ends up in each of the bins, as a function of its position on the relevant list. The total height of the stacked bars gives the overall probability that a video originating from the relevant list appears at the top 15 positions on the recommended list. We observe videos that appear at an upper position on the relevant list are more likely to appear on the recommended list, and at an upper position. For example, the video at position 1 on the relevant list has 0.34 probability to appear at the first position and 0.84 probability to appear at the top 15 positions on the recommended list. The probability decays for videos that appear at lower positions. A relevant video appearing in position 41 to 50 has less than 0.05 probability to appear on the recommended list. We compute the probabilities of appearance between each pair of positions in the relevant and the recommended lists -denoted as display probabilities -using the 9-week dynamic network snapshots.
In Fig. 3 (b), we show the plot of the probability that a video at a given position on the recommended list originates from the relevant list. We observe videos that appear at an upper position on the recommended list are more likely to originate from the upper position of relevant list. The other notable observation is that the overall recall for recommended videos are high at over 0.8, meaning for any video on the recommended list, we are likely to see it on the relevant list. YouTube video network density. Airoldi et al. [2] used the first 25 videos on the relevant list to construct the relevant network, which had an average degree of 3.2. By comparison, our Vevo video network is much denser at the same cutoff, with an average degree of 10. One could expect that the relevant network becomes even denser when videos at lower position are included; however, the display probabilities also need to be considered. In this paper and unless otherwise specified, we use the first 15 positions on the relevant list (0.35 ≤ P display ≤ 0.84) to construct the relevant network. We denote this threshold as the cutoff and we study the impact of different cutoff values on the network structure in Section 4.1.3. Measurements with other cutoff values yield similar results and thus are omitted. Discussion on the recommended and relevant lists. The notions of recommended and relevant lists have been previously adopted in the field of recommender systems [21] . The relevant list is usually hidden from the user-interface and ranked according to the semantic relevance between the query and the items. In contrast, the recommended list reflects the final recommendations in the user interface, i.e., displaying on the right-hand panel of the video webpage. On YouTube, the recommended list is a top-K sample from the concatenation of the relevant list, user demographics, watch history, search history, and spatial-temporal information [16] . All features, apart from the relevant list, are user-, time-and location-dependent. Hence, the displayed recommended list of the same video can be very different for two viewers, regardless of their logged-in state, location or viewing time. On the other hand, the relevant list is consistent for all requests, from any client during any period of time. We also observe the relevant list changes less frequently than the recommended list, which suggests it is more robust to the update of YouTube recommender systems. For these reasons, we use the relevant list to construct and measure YouTube video network in Section 4.
MEASURING YOUTUBE VIDEO NETWORK
In this section, we present the macroscopic (Section 4.1), microscopic (Section 4.2), and temporal (Section 4.3) profiling of the Vevo network.
Macroscopic profiling of the Vevo network
We first compute several basic statistics such as indegree distribution, view count distribution, and Vevo videos uploading trend (Section 4.1.1). Next, we study the connection between the network structure and video popularity (Section 4.1.2). Lastly, we use the bow-tie structure to characterize the Vevo network and we discuss the impact of different cutoff values (Section 4.1.3).
Basic statistics.
Over-represented medium-size indegree videos. Here we study the indegree distribution of the Vevo network. Note that the outdegree of all nodes is bounded by the cutoff value on the relevant list and therefore not presented. We remove all links pointing to non-Vevo videos, resulting in an average of 363,965 edges each day, and an average degree of 6. Note that the average degree of 10 mentioned in Section 3 is obtained with a cutoff of 25, whereas here we study the relevant network constructed with a cutoff of 15, since the display probability of videos below position 15 appearing on recommended list is less than 0.32. Fig. 4(a) shows the complementary cumulative density function (CCDF) of the indegree distribution for four different snapshots of the network, taken 15 days apart. We notice that the indegree distribution does not resemble a straight line in the log-log plot, meaning it is not power-law, unlike for other online networks, e.g., the World Wide Web [7, 32] , the network of interaction in online communities [53], and the follower/following network on social media [28] . The medium-sized indegree videos are over represented than that in the best fitted power-law model (α = 2.02, fitted by powerlaw package [3] , resulting in x −1.02 in CCDF [14] ). This result holds for all four snapshots. Attention is unequally allocated. Fig. 4 (b) plots the average daily views against the view count percentile. The daily view count at median is 81, but it is 4,575 at the 90th percentile. These observations, together with a Gini coefficient of 0.946, indicate that the attention allocation in the Vevo network is highly unequal -the top 10% most viewed videos occupy 93.1% views. We also find a moderate correlation between view count and indegree value (details in Section 4.2). Uploading trend by music genre. To date, our dataset is the largest digital trace of Vevo artists on YouTube, allowing us to study the production dynamics of the Vevo platform. Fig. 4(c) shows the number of Vevo videos that are uploaded each year from 2009 to 2017, broken down by their genres.
We omit year 2018 as we only observed 8 months for it (until August). There is a significantly higher number of uploads (9, 277) in 2009 as it is the year when Vevo was launched, and when many all-time favorite songs were syndicated to the YouTube platform. Pop, Rock, and Hip hop music are the top 3 genres, accounting for 62.85% of all uploads. The Vevo videos upload rate is more or less constant around 7,000 since 2013. The flattening production dynamics is somewhat surprising given the overall growth of YouTube [49] . 4.1.2 Linking network structure and popularity. Here, we investigate the connection between the relevant network structure and video view counts. Specifically, we divide the videos in the Vevo Music Graph dataset into four equal groups by computing the view count quartiles. Each group contains 15,185 videos. Next, we count the number of edges that originate and end in each pair of groups. Fig. 5 represents the four groups together with the number of links between them. The "top 25%" group contains the top 25% most viewed videos, while the "bottom 25%" contains the 25% least viewed videos. The width of the arrows is scaled by the number of the edges between the videos placed in the two groups. One can conceptualize that the edges act as conduits for the attention to flow between different groups and their thickness indicate the probability that a random user jumps from one group to the other. We observe that all four groups have the most links pointing to the "top 25%" group. In fact, every group disproportionately points towards more popular groups than towards the less popular ones. This means the recommendation network built by the platform is likely to take a random viewer towards more popular videos and keep them there, therefore reinforcing the "rich get richer" phenomenon. Table 1 compares the relative sizes of each component in prior literature and in our Vevo network. The Vevo network is quite different with respect to other previously studied online networks, e.g., the Web graph [7, 32] and user activity network in online community [24, 53] . It has a much larger IN component, encompassing 68.54% of all the videos. The OUT, Tendrils, and Disconnected components are all very small, accounting for a total of 8.35% videos. Fig. 6(a) visualizes the bow-tie structure of the Vevo network. Unlike other graphs, our Vevo graph is the by-product of the recommender systems, which is subjected to the proprietary algorithm and its updating cycle. This suggests there may exist considerable temporal variation in the composition of the bow-tie components, see Section 4.3 for observations over time. 
Microscopic profiling of the Vevo network
In this section, we jointly analyze the relation between video age, indegree, and popularity by examining overall correlation, as well as among top-ranked videos. The disconnect between network indegree and video view count. We measure the correlation between video indegree and view count using Spearman's ρ -a measure of the strength of the association between two ranked variables, and which takes values between -1 and +1. A positive ρ implies the ranks of the two variables move together in the same direction. At the level of the entire dataset, we detect a moderate correlation between video indegree and view count (Spearman's ρ = 0.421 * * * , p < 0.001). Fig. 8 shows the Spearman's ρ when we further break down the videos in the Vevo Music Graph based on their uploaded year. We observe that the strength of the correlation decreases for fresher videos. Videos uploaded in 2009 have a much stronger correlation (ρ = 0.638 * * * ) than videos uploaded in 2018 (ρ = 0.265 * * * ). This suggests that video age is an important confounding factor when one tries to estimate the effects of the recommendation network. Empirically, this may indicate the shift in what drives attention towards video consumption. Zhou et al. [55] have measured that the two main drivers for video views are YouTube search and recommender. One explanation of our observation above is that as videos get older, the effects of recommendation become more pronounced. A closer look at the top videos. Table 2 presents the top 20 videos with highest average daily indegree (top panel) and top 20 videos with highest average daily views (bottom panel). We observe a modest amount of discrepancy between these two dimensions, with only 5 videos being on both lists (shown in bold font). Most of the top-viewed videos are relatively new to the platform -10 out 20 are published within one year and the top 5 are all within the past 7 months (relative to November 2018). In contrast, the videos with high indegree are mostly songs with sustained interests, some dating back to 10 years ago, such as "The Cranberries -Zombie" and "Bon Jovi -It's My Life". These two songs were respectively released in 1993 and 2000, having existed for a long time before being uploaded to YouTube. Currently, they still attract half a million views everyday after nearly 20 years, ranking 3rd and 17th on the most-linked video list, respectively. This may shed light onto why video popularity lifecycle exhibits a multi-phase pattern [50] . Our observations do not conflict with the design of YouTube recommender systems, which promote "reasonably recent and fresh" content [5, 16, 17] . Fresh videos can be recommended due to the relevance, novelty and diversity trade-offs [25, 56] . Instead, our observed video relations are based on the content recommendation network [8, 18] .
Another group of interest is the videos that are highly viewed yet with low indegree. We find this pattern appears at the level of the artist. For instance, "Becky G" has 3 videos on the top 20 most-viewed list, ranking 2, 4, and 14. However, the indegrees for her videos are extremely low (rank 2411, 40040, and 958 respectively). Particularly, the video "Cuando Te Bese" attracts an average of 2.4M views every day for 9 consecutive weeks. However, it has only one video pointing to it from the rest of the 60,739 Vevo videos. A closer look reveals that "Becky G" is an American singer who often releases Spanish songs. The above observation shows that her videos are either recommended from non-English and/or non-Vevo videos, e.g., the Spanish songs community, or that recommendation network is not the main traffic driver for her videos. 
Temporal evolution of Vevo network
Here, we study the dynamics of the Vevo network over 9 weeks, namely the appearance and disappearance of recommendation links between videos. We show that pairs of videos can have either ephemeral link or frequent link between them. Macroscopic dynamics. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show that both the indegree distribution and the view count distribution are temporally consistent. However, when we plot the size variation of the different components in the bow-tie structure, we obtain a more nuanced story. Fig. 9 shows that the size of the LSCC ranges from 11.49% to 30.13%, while IN component from 60.37% to 77.9% over 9 weeks. Similarly, the percentage of total views in the LSCC ranges from 80.46% to 90.36%, while IN component from 9.11% to 18.07%. Given that the same set of videos is tracked throughout the observation period and no new video is added, the above observations imply a significant turnover in the recommendation links between videos. For example, the appearance of a link will allow a node to transition from the IN to the LSCC component; the disappearance of the same link would make it drop back into IN component. Incoming ego-network dynamics. We study the link turnover using the incoming ego-network for each video. Ego network consists of an individual focal node and the edges pointed towards it. We only consider incoming edges, as the number of outgoing edges is capped by the relevant list cutoff (here the cutoff is 15). For each video, we first extract the days with at least 20 incoming links. Then for each day t, we compute the indegree change ratio between day t and day t + 1 by dividing the indegree delta (positive or negative) by the value in day t. We obtain a number between -1 and 1, where -1 means that the video loses all of its incoming edges, and a value of 1 signifies that the video doubles the number of incoming edges. Fig. 10(a) shows the indegree change ratio summarized as quantiles, broken down by the value of indegree. We highlight the 10th, 25th, median, 75th, and 90th percentile for the videos with an indegree of 100. 25% videos with an indegree of 100 will gain at least 8 in-links on the next day while another 25% lose at least 11 in-links. The median is around zero, meaning that there are as many videos that gain links as these that lose links. Overall, this suggests that videos have very dynamic incoming ego-networks, with a non-trivial number of edges prone to appear and disappear from one day to another. Ephemeral links and frequent links. Given the rate at which links appear and disappear, here we ask the question if there exist videos that are frequently connected. For each pair of connected videos, we count the number of times that a link appears between them over the 63 daily snapshots. Fig. 10(b) plots the link frequency (taking values between 1 and 63) on the x-axis and the number of video-to-video pairs with that link frequency on the y-axis. We find that many links are ephemeral -they appear several times, scattering in the 63 days time window. We count that 434K (25.2%) video-to-video links only appear once. On the other hand, there are links that appear in every snapshot -we count 54K (3.1%) such links. Ephemeral links may contribute to bursty popularity dynamics of YouTube videos, and to the generally perceived unpredictability in complex social systems [31, 35, 37] . Frequent links may hold the answer to understanding and predicting the attention flow in a network of content.
ESTIMATING ATTENTION FLOW IN THE YOUTUBE VIDEO NETWORK
The goal of this section is to estimate how well can the view counts of a video v at day t (denoted by y v [t]) be predicted, given (1) To this end, we first define and extract a persistent network that contains links appearing throughout all the snapshots (Section 5.1). Next, we detail the setup of predicting video popularity with recommendation network information (Section 5.2). We analyze the prediction results and provide an analysis on the strength of each link (Section 5.3). Finally, we introduce a new metricestimated network contribution ratio. We use it to identify the types of content that benefit most from being recommended in the network (Section 5.4).
Constructing a network with persistent links
In order to reliably estimate the effects of the recommendation network on the viewing behaviors, we apply two filters: (a) target videos should have at least 100 daily views on average; (b) the average daily views of the source videos should be at least 1% of those of the target videos as such videos cannot substantially influence their far more popular neighbors. In the resulting network, we further remove the ephemeral links that appear sporadically over time and correct for the missing links that appear frequently, but with scattered gaps in between their appearances. We assume that the missing links are likely to exist in the scattered gaps, and we use a majority smoothing method to find them (detailed next). Links appearing in all the 63 daily snapshots and the corrected missing links, both dubbed persistent links, make up the persistent network. Finding persistent links. We use a moving window of length 7, same as the weekly seasonality, to extract the persistent structure of the Vevo network over the 63-day observation window. A link from video u to video v, (u → v), is maintained on day t if (u → v) appears in a majority (≥ 4) of the days in time window [t − 3, t + 3]. Likewise, if a link is missing on the current day t but it appears in the majority of surrounding 7-day window, we consider it is a missing link and add it back to the network. When t − 3 is earlier than the first day of data collection, or t + 3 later than the last day, we still apply the majority rule on the available days. The resulting graph has 52,758 directed links, pointing from 28,657 source videos to 13,710 target videos. Among them, 2,696 links are reciprocal, meaning two videos mutually recommend each other. We find significant homophily in the persistent network: 33,908 (64.3%) links have both the source and the target videos belonging to the same Vevo artist, and 44,154 (83.7%) links are between videos of the same music genre. Validating persistent links via simulation. We illustrate the probability of persistent links by simulating a simple link presence/absence model. We assume a link is independently presented on each day with probability p l ∈ [0, 1], and absent with probability 1 − p l . We first simulate the link formulation for 63 times, then apply our 7-day majority smoothing to determine if it is persistent. We repeat the simulation for 100,000 times, and compute the probability of a link being persistent, denoted by ξ . In Fig. 11(a) , we plot the obtained ξ against varying p l . For p l = 0.5 the edge is never persistent (ξ = 0), whereas for p l = 0.9 the edge is very likely to be persistent (ξ = 0.92). From the simulation results, we can see that our 7-day majority smoothing rule favors links that appear much more frequent than chance, and suppresses links that appear lower or closer to chance. Videos connected by persistent links have correlated popularity dynamics. We use Pearson's r to measure the correlation between the popularity dynamics of two videos connected by a persistent link. It is known that the cross-correlation of time series data is affected by the within-series dependence. Therefore, we deseasonalize, detrend, and normalize the view count series by following the benchmark steps in the M4 forecasting competition [15] . This is to ensure that the residual time series data is stationary and to avoid spurious correlations. We compute the Pearson's r on the obtained residual data, and we perform a paired correlation test which we consider statistically significant for p < 0.05. Fig. 11(b) shows the fraction of links for which the correlation test is statistically significant over four groups of links. The persistent − group contains all the 52,758 persistent links we identified but excluding the 2,696 pairs of reciprocal links -resulting in 47,366 persistent yet non-reciprocal links. The ephemeral group consists of all links which have been deemed as non-persistent after applying the 7-day majority smoothing. The random group is constructed by randomly selecting pairs of unconnected videos and pretending that they have a link. All groups are filtered based on the same two criteria mentioned before. There are a total of 694,617 links in the ephemeral group and we sample 700,000 links in the random group. We find that 75.4% of the reciprocal links connect videos with statistically correlated popularity series. We include both positive and negative correlations as two user attention series may cooperate or compete with each other [52] . Combining the reciprocal and persistent − groups, 26,460 (50.2%) links in our persistent network have correlated dynamics. This is much higher than the percentage for ephemeral links (40.9%) and that for unconnected random video pairs (22.1%).
We further examine the content similarity in the persistent links by grouping links that connect videos from the same artist or with the same music genre (described in Fig. 4(c) ). Fig. 11 (c) top shows that most reciprocal links (93.1%) connect videos from the same artist, while 71.1% of them have statistically correlated popularity dynamics. The percentages are slightly lower for the persistent − group (61% from the same artist, and 32.6% with correlated popularity) and it drops even lower for ephemeral group (28.2% and 12.2%, respectively). The situation is slightly different when we study the links that connect videos of the same genre, as shown in Fig. 11(c) bottom. We find that more than 80% of the links connect videos of the same genre, irrespective of whether they are sporadically or persistently connected. The percentages of statistically correlated links with the same genre follow the same trend as those from the same artist, i.e., highest for reciprocal (65%), followed by persistent − (39.8%), ephemeral (33.6%) and lowest for random (6.6%). The above observations indicate that not all persistent links have the same effect on video popularity, and motivate us to build a prediction model for each of the links.
Prediction setup and models
Prediction setting. One important observation is that viewing dynamics exhibit a 7-day seasonality [13, 22] . In our temporal hold-out setting, we use the first 8 weeks (2018-09-01 to 2018-10-26) to train the model and we predict the daily view counts in the last week (2018-10-27 to 2018-11-02). This chronological split ensures that the training data temporally precedes the testing data. If at any point we are required to use the day t + 1 to predict the day t + 2 (when both t + 1 and t + 2 are in the testing period), we use the predicted valueŷ[t + 1] instead of observed value y[t + 1]. Evaluation metric. The predicting performance is quantified using the symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE). SMAPE is an alternative to the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) that can handle the case when the true value or the predicted value is zero. It is a scale-independent metric and suitable for our task in which the volume of views for different videos vary considerably. Formally, SMAPE can be defined as
where y v [t] is the true value for video v on day t,ŷ v [t] is the predicted value, T is maximal forecast horizon, and G is the persistent network. SMAPE(v) averages the forecast errors over different horizons for an individual video v, while SMAPE(t ) averages over different videos for a certain forecast horizon t. The overall SMAPE for each model is computed by taking the arithmetic mean of SMAPEs over different horizons and over all videos. SMAPE ranges from 0 to 200, while 0 indicates perfect prediction and 200 the largest error, when one of the true or the predicted values is 0. When the true and the predicted are both 0, we define SMAPE to be 0. Baseline models. We use a few off-the-shelf time series forecasting methods from naive forecast to recurrent neural network. The baseline models are estimated on a per-video basis.
• Naive: The forecast at all future times is the last known observation.
where T * is the last day in the training phase. This method often works well for seasonal data. We observe that many videos in the Vevo Music Graph dataset exhibit a 7-day seasonality. Therefore we set the periodicity length m * to be 7.
• Autogressive (AR): AR is one of the most commonly used model in time series forecasting. An AR model of order p describes the relation between each of the past p days and current day, formally defined as:ŷ
We choose the order p to be 7. α v,τ represents the relation between current day and τ days before. • Recurrent neural network (RNN): RNN is a deep learning architecture that models temporal sequences. We implement RNN with long short-term memory (LSTM) units. LSTM-based approaches have been competitive in time series forecast tasks, mainly in a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) setup, see [27] for detailed discussions.
Networked popularity model. Built on top of the AR model, we model the network effects by assigning a weight β u,v to each link (u → v) existing in the persistent graph G, which modulates the inbound traffic received via that link, defined as:
β u,v can be explained as the probability that a generic user clicks on video v from video u, therefore, we impose the constraint 0 ≤ β u,v ≤ 1. We refer to this model as ARNet. One way to interpret the ARNet is to conceptualize a YouTube watching session as a sequence of video clicking. We therefore categorize views on YouTube into two classes: initial views and subsequent views. The initial views start the clicking sequences. Some possible entry points include homepage feed, search results, or YouTube URLs on other social media. The subsequent views model the behaviors of users clicking by following the recommendation links. The session ends when the user navigates back to YouTube homepage, or quits the browser. Although in the dataset we cannot differentiate initial views from subsequent views, we consider that initial views are driven by the latent interest of users, modelled as autoregression of the past p days; in contrast, subsequent views are directed by the recommendation network, modelled as contribution from its incoming neighbours {u |(u → v) ∈ G} and mediated by estimated link strength β u,v .
We use the statsmodels.tsa package for the AR model, keras package for the RNN, and build a customized optimization task with constrained L-BFGS for the ARNet. We use the SMAPE as objective function in both RNN and ARNet. Fig. 12(a) summarizes the prediction errors achieved by the five methods defined in Section 5.2. The Naive model alone is a weak predictor, however accounting for the seasonal effects (SN model) yields a significant error decrease. It is worth noticing that the AR model yields similar performance as the advanced RNN model -due to the known result that future popularity of online videos correlates with their past popularity [34] . We observe that using recommendation network information further improves the prediction performance: the ARNet model achieves a 9.66% relative error reduction compared to the RNN model. This prediction task shows that one can better predict the view series for a video if the list of videos pointing to it is known. Next we study the prediction performance with respect to the forecast horizon, i.e., how many days in advance do we predict. We average the SMAPEs over all videos against predictions for a given forecast horizon t, computed as SMAPE(t ) in Eq. (1). Fig. 12(b) shows a nuanced story: the prediction performances decrease for all models as the forecast horizon extends. Nevertheless, the ARNet model consistently outperforms other baselines across all forecast horizons, especially for larger horizons.
Popularity prediction results
We posit two factors in preventing the models from obtaining even better results. Firstly, it is well known that the attention dynamics tend to be bursty when items are first uploaded [12, 31, 36] , and the interest dissipates with time [19] . Given that 56,845 (93.6%) videos in our dataset have been uploaded for more than one year and 9,277 (15.3%) videos for almost ten years, most of the videos have passed the phases of the initial attention burst. As a result, a large part of popularity variation comes from the weekly seasonality, rendering the simple seasonal naive model particularly competitive when compared to the more advanced RNN method. The second is data sparsity when we build the models on a per-video basis. RNN works best when it has ample volumes of data to train. However, we use a sliding 7-day windows to predict the views in the next 7 days as suggested in [27] , therefore our data size is limiting the effectively training of the RNN model. In our ARNet model, the estimated link strength β u,v can be used to quantify the influence from a video to its neighbours. In Fig. 12(c) , we plot the distribution of β u,v against the ratio of views of source video to that of target video. We split the x-axis into 40 equally wide bins in log scale. Within each bin, we compute the values at each percentile, and then connect the same percentile across all bins. The median line is highlighted in black. The lighter the color shades are, the further the corresponding percentiles are away from the median. We observe the distribution has a bi-modal shape with the first mode in 0.01 and second in 0.40 (for the median), meaning users are more likely to click a much more popular video (100 times more popular), or a moderate more popular video (2.5 times). In contrast, the estimated link strength towards a less popular video is very low. This observation, together with the measurement that videos disproportionately point to more popular videos (Section 4.1.2), further reinforces the "rich get richer" phenomenon.
The impacts of network on video popularity prediction
From the ARNet model, we derive a metric called the estimated network contribution ratio η v , which is defined as
η v is the fraction of estimated inbound traffic from video v's neighbours against its own predicted popularity. As we constrain all coefficients in Eq. (5) to be non-negative, η v is bounded in [0, 1]. In our dataset, the mean η v is 0.314. In other words, for an average video in the Vevo Music Graph dataset, 31.4% of its views are estimated from the recommendation network. This value is slightly higher than the YouTube network contribution measured by Zhou et al. [55] in 2010 (reported below 30%). We posit two potential reasons: (1) the Vevo network is more tightly connected than a random YouTube video network [2] ; (2) traffic on recommendation links may have increased since then, signifying the advances of modern recommender systems. Furthermore, among the 31.4% networked views, 85.9% are estimated from the same artist, echoing the network homogeneity found by Airoldi et al. [2] . On average, the 13,710 target videos in the persistent network attract 245.3M views every day. Our ARNet model estimates that 78.6M (32%) of these views are contributed via the recommendation network.
Firstly, we explore the relation between prediction performance and content similarity concerning the artist and music genre. In Fig. 13(a) , we compute η v conditioned on that (u, v) ∈ G and that u and v are from the same artist (top) or with the same genre (bottom). We then slice the x-axis into 20 bins, 5 percentiles apart, based on the artist/genre network contribution ratio. We compute the mean SMAPEs for the videos in each bin. Videos that are connected solely by videos from other artists/genres will be placed in the leftmost bin (η v = 0). The plot shows that the SMAPE error decreases with the increasing percentage of views from videos with the same artist or genre.
Secondly, we study the question that which artists are affected most if the recommender systems were to be turned off? Fig. 13(b) shows the popularity percentile change at the level of artist. We first compute the network-subtracted views, i.e., subtracting the network contribution T t =1 (u,v ) ∈G β u,v y u [t] from the observed views T t =1 y v [t]. We then aggregate and compute the popularity percentiles for both observed views and network-subtracted views at the level of artist. The x-axis plots the artists' popularity percentiles without recommendation network, and y-axis plots the percentile changes when turning on the network. The range of percentiles stays constant between [0, 100%], reflecting the concept of finite attention -one video gains popularity at the expense of others. The top outliers identify artists who gain much more popularity than their peers with similar popularity due to the recommendation network; whereas the bottom outliers represent artists who lose popularity. There are 2,340 artists having target videos in the persistent network. We observe that 1,378 (58.89%) artists losing a small amount of popularity (less than 5%) while 948 (40.51%) gaining. We notice there is no bottom outlier. On the contrary, the top outliers show that the network can help some artists massively increase their relative popularity (as high as 26%, J-Kwon (American rapper) in 4th bin).
We take a closer look at the outliers by scattering them in Fig. 13(c) . 70 artists gain significant popularity from the recommendation network, implying a better utilization of network effects. We retrieve the artist genres from the music database MusicBrainz, and we notice two notable groups. One is the Indie group by matching genre keywords "indie", "alternative", or "new wave". The top 3 most popular Indie artists are 4 Non Blondes, Hoobastank, and The Police. The other is the Hip hop group by matching genre keywords "hip hop", "rap", "reggae", or "r&b". The top 3 most popular Hip hop artists are Mark Ronson, French Montana, and Pharrell Williams. This finding reveals that the recommender systems can lead users to find niche artists.
CONCLUSION
This work presents a large-scale study for online videos on YouTube. We collect a new dataset that consists of 60,740 Vevo music videos, representing some of the most popular music clips and artists. We construct the YouTube recommendation network. We present measurements on the global component structure and temporal persistence of links. A model that leverages the network information for predicting video popularity is proposed, which achieves superior results over other baselines. It also allows us to estimate the amount of attention flow over each recommendation link. We derive a metric -estimated network contribution ratio, and we quantify this ratio at both the entire Vevo network level and individual artist level. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that links the video recommendation network structure to the attention consumption for the videos in it. Discussion. Much progress has been made to algorithmically optimize or increase the attention for individual digital item (from videos to products to connections in social networks), whereas the theory about attention flow among different items is still fairly nascent. Our data includes a series of network snapshots that are constructed by the platform's recommender systems, and visible to both content producers and consumers. We believe that the area of understanding the implications of content recommendation networks has many worthy problems and fruitful applications. However, definitions and properties of a recommendation network that is fair and transparent to the content hosting site, producers and consumers remain as open issues. Limitation and future work. The limitations of this work include: interpretations of importance are directly based on regression weights; some observations may not generalize to other digital items other than the most popular music videos; the prediction does not explore all the potential deep learning architecture and parameter tuning. Future work includes modeling attention flow that takes into account item rank on the relevant list; connecting aggregate attention with individual click streams; and improving deep neural network models, specifically, three directions for us to exploit. Firstly, extract additional features, such as audio-visual, artist, and network features. Secondly, measure the relations between estimated link strength and link properties, such as the diversity and/or novelty of the target video relative to the source video [56] . Lastly, train a shared RNN model on videos with similar dynamics for increasing the volume of training data [19] .
